“System off”

Easy Series Intrusion Control Panel
Making security easy – featuring RADION
wireless peripherals
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Security comes first
You naturally want to provide the best possible
protection for your home or small business.
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Easy Series Intrusion
Control Panel – easy to use,
reliable, great looking and
fast to install

You need a reliable intrusion control panel

Easy to operate

to intelligently drive your security system.

A high-contrast multicolor display shows

It shouldn’t be just any product though –

easy-to-understand animations. You only

after all, your lives and property can depend

have to use a proximity token or press a single

on it.

button to operate the text-free control center.
Easy Series is so simple to use that even a

The Easy Series Intrusion Control Panel

child can operate it.

from Bosch Security Systems is ideal.
Besides being extremely simple to use, it

The Easy Series Intrusion Control Panel also

offers the power and reliability you need.

supports the RADION wireless peripherals.

It also has an attractive design.

This system monitors itself for even greater
reliability and peace of mind.

Simple and clear communication
The intrusion control panel communicates

Several international institutions have given

with you by voice. It actually speaks to guide

the Easy Series awards for its outstanding

you and provides alarm and system status

features.

information. Voice communications are
delivered in your own language, also remotely
over the telephone.
All alarm and status information is clearly
designated and can be sent to your cellular
telephone by text message (SMS).
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Designed to
give you options
The Easy Series Intrusion Control Panel
from Bosch features a unique control center
that is extremely simple to operate.

With “Fast Protection” you are able to turn the

Save money by reducing false alarms

system on by pressing only a single button and

The Easy Series includes a variety of features to

without having to ask for customer authorization.

minimize costly false alarms. The intrusion control panel

“Custom Protection” lets you determine and

uses Intelligent Threat Assessment to analyze faulted

preselect protection points, which permits you to

devices, fault timing and the current level of protection.

leave a window open in summer.

Audio alarm verification lets the monitoring center
operator immediately connect by phone to your panel to

With “Unoccupied Protection” you can leave

listen to the situation at your premises.

the building and activate all detectors within
your premises. “Occupied Protection” and

These features are so effective in reducing false alarms

“Force Protection” are always available.

that the system has received awards in this category.

Proximity token
for simple system
control
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Entry and exit delays give you time to enter and leave

The control panel is part of the RADION wireless

the building without an alarm being reported. During

network. This means that it supports many Keyfob-

these times a tone sounds, first quietly and then with

operated applications such as opening garage doors and

increasing volume, coupled with visual signals.

blinds, turning lights on and off, and triggering a direct
panic alarm.

Innovative alarm transmission
An integrated dialer transmits alarms to monitoring

Guard code

centers, while a voice dialer can be used to send

If an alarm is triggered while you are away, a security

alarms to neighbors, friends, monitoring centers or cell

guard can check your premises. He can use a code to

telephones. Text messaging (SMS) to your cellular

arm and disarm the panel, but only after an alarm has

telephone is also supported, as well as external warning

occurred. This rules out any chance of misuse.

devices such as sounders.
Intuitive Use
You are guided through the whole operation by voice
prompts in your own language. A quiet control center
mode lets you turn off non-critical voice notifications.
Even direct panic, fire and medical alarms can be
transmitted by pressing just a single button.
Wireless technology
Installation is much less invasive, because walls and
ceilings no longer have to be drilled to lay wires.
This reduces high installation costs.
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The control center employs distinctive multicolor display technology
that uses symbols, voice and volume.
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Innovative control center design –
for easy operation

Voice reporting
in your own

“System off”

language

The control center also includes a built-in

It looks great, too

microphone and speaker for monitoring center

The attractive Easy Series control center blends in

audio verification. This integrated feature

smoothly with any décor while enhancing the esthetic

provides a two-way audio connection to listen

effect.

in and speak.
Wide range of applications
It also provides a single-button information

The Easy Series Intrusion Control Panel is ideal for

system. Voice feedback guides you through

homes and small businesses, featuring outstanding

every step.

price/performance and extensive functionality.

Although button control is available, the system

The system can be expanded to include additional

is primarily controlled with a proximity token or

functions, for instance fire detection, panic and medical

RADION Keyfob, so it could not be easier to use.

alarms, in an integrated overall security platform.
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Complete security
for your home
or small business

You benefit from:

Peripheral devices – wired or wireless:

Motion Detector

Smoke Detector

Glass Break
Detector

RFDW-SM

RADION RFKF-TB

RADION Bill Trap

door/window contact

wireless handheld

Transmitter

(surface mount)

transmitter

Additional benefits of the RADION wireless peripherals
▶▶ All parts of the system are constantly monitored for greater reliability.
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▶▶ Attractively designed
control center
▶▶ Simple and clear communication
in your own language
▶▶ Intuitive, easy-to-use keypad
▶▶ Easy alarm notification by voice,
text message, etc.
▶▶ Reduced false alarm rates
thanks to advanced technology

Innovative
alarm transmission:
▶▶ Digital dialer sends alarm
reports to your monitoring
center
▶▶ Voice dialer sends message to
your neighbors, friends or
cellular telephone
▶▶ You can be informed by text
messaging (SMS) to your
cellular telephone
▶▶ Direct transmission of medical,
panic and fire alarms

▶▶ Wireless comfort applications such as control of garage doors, etc.
▶▶ No need to drill holes through walls and ceilings for wiring, thus reducing installation costs.
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Easy Series system components
and compatible devices
Control Center

The control center combines audio and visual information. It speaks your own language while
showing animated icons on the screen to reinforce the spoken words, so operating mistakes are minimized.

Presence detector

High-contrast, multicolor
icon display

Integrated
speaker

Protection ON
indicator

Built-in
microphone

Built-in RFID
operation
Simple single-button user
interface

Single-button user interface

Access to special functions

Proximity Token

Built-in guidance with a
single-button information system.

▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶
▶▶

Each user controls the system with a
unique token or credential.
These small tokens are the primary means
of controlling your system.

Fire
Panic
Medical
Add/delete/change user
Chime mode
Volume adjustment
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Components and accessories for
building a complete security system
You can pick and choose from a full range of components and accessories to build a complete system.
It is precisely tailored to your needs and makes your home and small business safe.

Motion Detector –
wired or wireless

Door-Window Contact

wired Sounder/Strobe

Smoke Detector

RADION repeater

RADION glassbreak

Examples of the products for RADION wireless peripherals

RADION RFKF-TB wireless
handheld transmitter

RADION RFRP repeater

RFDW-SM door/window contact
(surface mount)

A Tradition of Quality and Innovation

For over 100 years, the Bosch name
has stood for quality and reliability.
Bosch is the global supplier of choice
for innovative technology, backed by
the highest standards for service and
support.
Bosch Security Systems proudly
offers a wide range of security, safety,
communications and sound solutions
that are relied upon every day in
applications around the world, from
government facilities and public venues
to businesses, schools and homes.

Bosch Security Systems
To learn more about our product offering,
please visit www.boschsecurity.com
or send an e-mail to
emea.securitysystems@bosch.com
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